Pilgrims Picked
Wild Cranberries
For Thanksgiving

ANN ARBOR — In addition to the
usual turkey, gazpacho salad and
other traditional dishes, Michigan
residents were served a special treat
at this year's Thanksgiving Day feasts:
wild cranberries. These cranberries
were picked by hand from natural beds
in the Michigan woods, and were used
as a garnish on pies and other deserts.

The cranberries are harvested during
the autumn months when they are
ripe and ready to be picked. They are
then transported to local markets and
sold to consumers. In addition to their
natural sweetness, cranberries are
also known for their nutritional benefits,
including high levels of vitamin C and
antioxidants.

Nature NOW

Food - Life's Most
Insistent Demand

The need for food is life's most insistent demand, implying in it the difference between survival and extinction. In the time frame of the human species, the need for food to sustain our planet is the most immediate and pressing concern.

We must develop a food storage to complete the year for most people. Our sponsored food program, in concert with the local council, is to provide the energy needed for

Let's Make This
Thanksgiving Day A Safe Holiday

There are many ways to have a safe and enjoyable Thanksgiving Day. One way is to make sure that you have a safe place to eat.

American teens, especially those who are not familiar with the dangers of food, are often more likely to be exposed to foodborne illnesses. Even in the United States, there are many places where food is not safe for consumption.

In adult animals, especially those which are not familiar with the dangers of food, foodborne illnesses can be more severe. In the United States, there are many places where food is not safe for consumption.

The need for food is life's most insistent demand, implying in it the difference between survival and extinction. In the time frame of the human species, the need for food to sustain our planet is the most immediate and pressing concern.

Announcement

Irene Mortensen School of Dance

NOW LOCATED IN LARGER QUARTERS AT 859 FOREST AVE.
IN THE CALL-FERGUSON BUILDING

Classes in Ballet — Tap — Ballroom

New enrollments accepted for beginners and advanced students, ages 4 and up.

FOR INFORMATION CALL Midtown 6-6354 AFTER 11:00 A.M.

Irene D. Mortensen

MEMBER: Executive Board, Congress of America
Dance Master of America
Dance Master of Michigan

Try Cranberries

If you take a trip from the Indians to the Pilgrims, you'll notice which day of the week is Thanksgiving. On the day after Thanksgiving, the Pilgrims would go out and pick cranberries. These were used as an ingredient in the famous pumpkin pie.

For beautiful hands, Crescendoes — the double-woven cotton gloves of exquisite design, that become softer with every wearing. Sizes 6 to 7½. Left graceful long "largando" with pearl button trim. White, sage, black, brown. 4.50. Center: handsaw white "ingle" shortie with rhinestones pull-through cuff. 4.90. Right: handsaw "salam," banded with French knot, white, beige, brown, black. 3.80

INGENUOUS HOLIDAY DRESS SHOES

13.90

crystal-clear vinyl on rich black suede, dazzled with rhinestones and jets, choose either slip pump or spring-air loan sandals each green/pink. 20 style was originally 34.96.

In the Christmas season, an elegant assortment of diamond, emerald, and ruby rings, necklaces, and bracelets, handcrafted in the finest precious metals, are available at Jacobs. In the gift of a lifetime...TRI-TAPER luggage; the smooth, sleek design by American Designers is a treasure for the experienced traveler. Ideal for the graduate—one-piece fiberglass construction is lightweight, holds more...silver dust and tan for men. Silver dust, American blue, golden white for women. 18.95 to 49.95, plus federal tax. Personalized with three initials at no additional cost.

Figure the Amounts for your Christmas shopping. For the asking price, there is the gift of a lifetime...TRI-TAPER luggage; the smooth, sleek design by American Designers is a treasure for the experienced traveler. Ideal for the graduate—one-piece fiberglass construction is lightweight, holds more...silver dust and tan for men. Silver dust, American blue, golden white for women. 18.95 to 49.95, plus federal tax. Personalized with three initials at no additional cost.

Jacobsons

Midstate Department Store

Jacobsons

Midstate Department Store

* a perfect gift or a wonderful
tyour own lingerie...lustrous, smooth,
addition to the newest and
softer blend of silk and nylon. slip
and half slip with stiff for walking
lace; white and wild honey, 22 to 24, 10.65, half slip;
smallest, medium, large. 6.95

2-Hour Free Parking

SAVE YOUR TICKET VALIDATED WHEN YOU MAKE A PURCHASE AT JACOBSONS